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Romance. Sizzle. Intrigue. A whale watching cruise, gone wrong, throws two strangers together for
an exciting adventure!Jenna Michaels has spent the last two years wrapped up in writing her three
best-selling novels. Sheâ€™s quit her job and is now a full-time writer. Then the unthinkable
happens. The words just dry up. Hell-bent on finding inspiration for her fourth novel, Jenna throws
herself out into the world to rediscover her writing talent.She needs the words to fly from her fingers
again.Ryan Price is attempting to extricate himself from his ex-girlfriend who refuses to let go.
Heâ€™s not happy to discover sheâ€™s been in contact with his mother behind his back. To an
outsider on this beautiful day, he seems grumpy and aloof.When Jenna and Ryan meet aboard the
Ulysses III there is instant sizzle. Being surrounded by a boatload of strangers canâ€™t cool their
attraction and itâ€™s hands-on all the way.Their fascination with one another quickly becomes a
desperate struggle for survival when disaster and tragedy strike in the blink of an eye.Between
some sticky family influences and a tragic turn of events, can they survive their need to be together?
Does romance on the beach equal love in the real world? Will the tragedy that follows their first
meeting drive them together or pull them apart?All At Sea is the first published fiction novel for
non-fiction writer Tracey Pedersen. She promises you a fun read with enough twists to keep you
interested. Best of all, youâ€™ll never suffer through a cliffhanger ending in one of her stories!Make
sure you follow her on to get notifications of every new release.
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I'm a sucker for any story set at sea, and if it's a sea survival story it goes to the top of my reading
list, regardless of genre. This story doesn't take place immediately on the cruise, we're first
introduced to the main female character, Jenna, at her apartment and I immediately found her not at
all appealing. She's spending her time trying to avoid and snub a smitten neighbor she callously
used, in a one-night stand, to try and jumpstart her writer's block. First impressions matter, and I'm
afraid I never really liked her after this introduction.The cruise part of the story was interesting
without being too exciting. We meet the male protagonist, Ryan, who is a fairly generic romance
hero who has a manipulative ex-fiancee in tow causing troubles, and a nice, if a bit scatty, mother
with him. Then the catamaran they're on sinks (a bit unbelievably), there's a neat scene with Jenna
and a blithely murderous whale, and some realistically emotional and harrowing moments when she
can't (fortuitously for the romance aspect) rescue anyone but Ryan in her dinghy.I was impressed
with how long the author allowed Jenna to be on her own while Ryan is unconscious. It's up to her
to sight land, pull the dinghy up the beach, protect him from the sun, explore the deserted island
looking for help, food, and water. That was the best part of the book, in my opinion, and it was well
done. The debris from the wreck carried by the same current that brought them ashore was
accurate and a bit humorous. The loneliness is well-captured and I started to warm up to Jenna a
bit.Then Ryan wakes up and it's straightforward hanky-panky on the beach (nothing explicit), all else
well lost for love.
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